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ABSTRACT
Multicluster disaster recovery on cloud-native platforms such as
Kubernetes usually replicates application data and Kubernetes re-
sources to a safe recovery cluster. In the event of a disaster, Kuber-
netes resources are restored to the recovery cluster to recover the
affected applications. We tested 10 popular Kubernetes applications
using this naive approach, and 60% failed. Problems include data
being restored in the wrong order, cluster-specific data being re-
stored instead of generated by the cluster, etc. All these problems
lead to our recipe design that enables disaster recovery of all Ku-
bernetes applications. In this paper, we analyze the problems we
encountered during the disaster recovery of Kubernetes applica-
tions and categorize applications based on their disaster recovery
behaviors. We present a recipe that groups, orders, and filters Ku-
bernetes resources to enable disaster recovery. Finally, we evaluate
the reliability and efficiency of the recipe. Our evaluation shows
that recipe achieves a 100% success rate of disaster recovery while
adding mere seconds of overhead to the recovery time.
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• Computer systems organization → Reliability; Cloud com-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Kubernetes has become the container orchestration platform of
choice across the IT industry [26]. Kubernetes is no longer focused
only on stateless applications and as a result the users of Kubernetes
are concerned with data resiliency [25]. This paper focuses on
disaster recovery (DR). A naive approach to protecting stateful
applications against disasters is to replicate all application persistent
storage and all Kubernetes resources to a safe recovery cluster. This
naive approach failed for 60% of 10 stateful applications evaluated.
This paper proposes disaster recovery recipes, which is a method
of implementing disaster recovery for Kubernetes applications for
which the naive approach fails.

Recipes in our disaster recovery solution have 4 goals: (1) provide
a disaster recovery solution to currently deployed applications (2)
enable Site Reliability Engineers or developers to create disaster
recovery recipes for applications (3) enable application developers
to create disaster recovery hooks when other recovery techniques
are not sufficient (4) make application disaster recovery reliable
and efficient. Achieving all of these goals requires a user to deploy a
disaster recovery framework along with Kubernetes as Kubernetes
is not inherently disaster resistant. The disaster recovery framework
discussed in this paper is Ramen [20], which is an IBM open-source
project that provides a naive DR solution to Kubernetes applications.
We implemented recipes in Ramen and evaluated the recipe design
using Ramen. The resulting implementation is now available on
the Ramen GitHub.

Ten Kubernetes data management system applications were stud-
ied. Four of the data management systems were able to recover
from 100% of simulated disasters without a recipe. Two of the data
management systems required recipes without hooks to achieve
any successful recovery from a disaster. The remaining four appli-
cations require both recipes and hooks and that recovery technique
is not the focus of this paper. With 1 to 3 days effort each of the
2 applications that needed recipes without hooks recovered from
100% of simulated disasters. On average the Kubernetes resource
restore time for applications is 28% of the application’s recovery
time. Our DR solution has a small and fixed recovery time for any
size of raw data. Thus our approach is both highly effective and
highly efficient.

Our disaster recovery solution with recipes is the only known
solution that can combine filtering, ordering, and hooks for Ku-
bernetes resource protection and recovery. These protection and
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recoverymechanisms enable two essential values. First, our solution
can be applied to running applications. Second, our solution can be
leveraged by users without changing application code which can
make a solution rapidly available. Other solutions exist to protect
Kubernetes applications from disasters. There are backup/restore
solutions that require time to restore data before an application
is restarted [21], which makes total recovery time longer. There
are solutions based on cross data center Kubernetes clusters [19],
but those solutions rely on synchronous replication. Synchronous
replication is not suitable to address region wide disasters as the
communication latency for maintaining cluster membership across
regions is too high. There are other solutions like ours that can
protect applications across regions with data in place recovery [30].
However, these other solutions do not provide the flexible Kuber-
netes resource protection and recovery mechanisms that are needed
by data management systems.

2 BACKGROUND
Business continuity is the ability of a business to meet the demands
of its clients by recovering from diverse types of problems as quickly
as possible at a reasonable cost. The types of problems that affect
business continuity can be broadly classified as follows: (1) failure
of subsystems (such as, nodes, network, etc.) within a data center or
availability zone (AZ), (2) unrecoverable corruption of data (either
accidentally or maliciously), and (3) failure of the entire data center
or multiple data centers in a region. These problems are solved
respectively using: (a) high availability (HA) solutions, such as
redundancy within the data center to avoid single points of failure,
(b) backup and restore (B/R) of data using an external secondary
store, and (c) disaster recovery (DR) solutions that replicate the
application state to another data center that is in a different AZ or
region [24]. In our paper, we focus on DR but some of the problems
we outline in Section 3 also apply to B/R.

The goal of B/R and DR solutions is to recover critical application
state after a disaster event. Bare-metal servers, virtual machines,
and containers typically store their bootstrap configuration data in
locally attached persistent volumes (e.g., in the /etc directory of
the root file system) and may store their application volume data
either in locally attached persistent volumes or in remote network
attached persistent volumes. Whereas, in Kubernetes, application
state is a combination of (a) Kubernetes API resources stored in an
etcd backing store [17] and (b) volume data stored in persistent
volumes. Examples of API resource types are deployments, pods,
PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs), PersistentVolumes (PVs), services,
secrets, and ConfigMaps.

There aremanyDR solutions for Kubernetes. Kubernetes stretched
cluster is a solution that takes a single Kubernetes cluster and
stretches it by placing all the control plane components, including
etcd, across AZs within a region. This solution leverages the HA
features of Kubernetes to build a basic DR solution across multi-
ple AZs [18]. Given that this solution uses a single etcd cluster
across multiple AZs, it does not suffer from the multi-cluster DR
problems we motivate in Section 3. However, this solution suffers
from the effects of network latency across AZs. The longer the
distance between the AZs, the higher the latency is between them
and proportionally severe is the latency effect on etcd replication
I/O across AZs. High network latencies can cause etcd to miss

heartbeats, experience timeouts, result in leader elections that are
disruptive to the cluster, and can also lead to API slowness [35].
This makes it unsuitable to stretch the cluster across long distances.
Hence, this limitation of Kubernetes stretched cluster serves as a
motivation for Kubernetes multi-cluster DR, which is the focus
of this paper. Kubernetes multi-cluster DR [34] is a solution that
overcomes the limitations of Kubernetes stretched cluster by using
multiple independent Kubernetes clusters, each with its own etcd
backing store.

Figure 1: Kubernetes Multi-cluster DR

Kubernetes enables building DR features with its extensible de-
sign paradigm. While DR features are not part of core Kubernetes,
many vendors offer custom extensions to Kubernetes. Ramen [20] is
an example of an open-source DR solution. The Ramen DR solution
can handle applications deployed using GitOps [7] and other tradi-
tional deployment methods. It focuses on protection and recovery
of Kubernetes API resources only. To protect API resources, Ramen
captures selected API resources, asynchronously stores them in an
object store in the recovery DR cluster, and restores them to the
etcd of the recovery DR cluster after a disaster event.

3 NAIVE KUBERNETES DR
Our primary motivation is to disaster-proof stateful Kubernetes
applications (a) without modifying the applications themselves and
(b) irrespective of the application deployment methodology [2].

3.1 Limitations Of The Naive Approach
GitOps [7] uses CI/CD pipelines to automate deployment of appli-
cations using declarative object-configuration stored in Git reposi-
tories. A naive approach to recover such a GitOps deployed appli-
cation is to again use GitOps on the recovery cluster. However, this
approach may not work for all types of applications. Consider an
example of a GitOps deployed stateful application that has PVCs.
Kubernetes will dynamically provision PV resources to fulfill the
PVCs. These locally created PV resources in the home cluster do
not come from the declarative Git source. If one were to use GitOps
in the recovery cluster, Kubernetes will dynamically provision new
PV resources to fulfill the PVCs that do not contain PV contents at
the home cluster, resulting in data loss. We expect other application
specific examples where not all API resources come from a declara-
tive source, which makes GitOps-based DR fall short as a full DR
solution. This implies that we need to capture the API resources
stored in the home cluster and restore it to the recovery cluster.

A naive capture of the API resources on the home cluster period-
ically queries the API server and stores the results in the recovery
cluster. After a disaster event, a naive recovery of API resources
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on the recovery cluster restores previously captured API resources
of the home cluster to the recovery cluster. This naive approach
does not consider parent and child resources, sequence resource
creation, nor exclude any resources.

We define a naive DR approach to use naive capture, naive re-
covery, or use naive GitOps for DR. While naive DR appears to be
simple and intuitive, our case-study shows examples where naive
DR falls short due to problems that come from (a) the application
(b) the third-party DR service that is in use, (c) Kubernetes itself.
Kubernetes aims to eliminate the need for orchestration of com-
plex applications with its design comprising a set of independent,
composable control processes that continuously drive the current
state towards the provided desired state, but these principles do not
apply to diverse applications that are out in the wild.

3.2 Case Study Using The Naive Approach
We selected 10 popular Kubernetes applications to study how the
naive approach works. Five are database management systems
ranked among DB-Engine’s seven most popular either directly
or as open-source relatives: Elasticsearch [8], EnterpriseDB [12],
MariaDB [14], MongoDB [27], and Redis [36, 39]. Two are popu-
lar open-source machine learning frameworks: PyTorch [31] and
TensorFlow [1, 40]. Jenkins [22] is one of the most popular con-
tinuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) tools [6]. Apache
Kafka [13] is the most popular open-source event streaming plat-
form [23]. And Apache Spark [15] is an engine for large-scale data
processing used by 80% of Fortune 500 companies [15].

The naive approach failed to recover 60% of the applications from
simulated disaster. We categorize the reasons for failure into four
modes. Table 1 below lists the applications tested and for which
reasons they failed.

Naive Approach Failure Reason
Application Success Absence Order Stale Mode
Elasticsearch ✓ ✓
EnterpriseDB ✓
Jenkins ✓
Kafka ✓
MariaDB ✓
MongoDB ✓
PyTorch ✓
Redis ✓
Spark ✓
TensorFlow ✓

Table 1: Naive Approach DR Results

Following are examples of how applications failed to recover
from simulated disaster, including some analysis of why the failures
happened. Each example failure is classified according to the failure
reason in Table 1. An application that fails to recover due to absence
requires a Kubernetes API resource that is missing. For example,
Elasticsearch could not query ApmServer resources because its
custom resource definition (CRD) resource was not installed. The
CRD resource type is cluster-scoped and the naive approach restores
cluster-scoped resources by exception only. A CRD is only restored

if a resource of the type it defines exists in the application’s names-
pace [5].

The naive approach restores most resource types in alphabetical
order by type name [4], e.g., Deployments, Jobs, StatefulSets. It
recreates resources without delay between types, but some appli-
cations benefit from a different order or delay. The order column
identifies applications that failed to recover due to their Kuber-
netes API resources being restored in an incorrect order. For ex-
ample, Elasticsearch typically failed to reach healthy status when
an EnterpriseSearch resource was restored immediately after its
associated Elasticsearch one, but succeeded whenever they were
separated by a five-second delay [9]. We discovered this acciden-
tally by specifying an explicit restore order which introduced the
delay.

Some applications failed to recover when stale information spe-
cific to the home cluster persisted in their Kubernetes API resources.
For example, PyTorch, deployed by the OpenShift Data Science op-
erator, failed to recover because an endpoint, containing the home
cluster’s name, was unreachable. The application recovered after
replacing the home cluster’s namewith the recovery cluster’s. Some
applications require a specific mode to restart on another cluster.
Redis, for example, failed to restart with the naive approach, but suc-
ceeded when its RedisEnterpriseCluster resource was modified
setting its spec.clusterRecoverymode to true [37]. In summary,
the naive approach to DR worked for some applications, but not all.
The naive approach worked for applications that omitted cluster-
specific information, did not have restore order requirements, had
no dependencies, and generally tolerated being restored on another
cluster.

4 ROBUST KUBERNETES DR USING RECIPES
Theoretically, Kubernetes application resources can be backed up as
a single unordered group, then restored as a single unordered group,
and eventually regain a functional state, provided the application
data is available. Our case study indicates that this assumption does
not hold true for many applications. Further, the issues that prevent
backup or recovery in a single group may not be fixed without
modifying the underlying application. To address these issues, we
introduce the Recipe concept for robust disaster recovery.
4.1 Recipe
A recipe is a Kubernetes custom resource (CR) that defines the cap-
ture and recovery sequences of Kubernetes objects. Recipes enable
and automate DR for any application. The recipe design specifically
addresses the issues experienced with naive DR as discussed in
Section 3. A key abstraction in a recipe is a workflow, which defines
a sequence of actions to take during a capture or recovery sequence.
A workflow is a sequentially processed list of groups and hooks.
Groups define the resources to be included or excluded in a step of a
workflow, and Hooks define actions that should be run in between
groups. With these three abstractions, all issues encountered during
the case study can be addressed.

The absence issue encountered with ElasticSearch involved a
missing CRD (ApmServer resource) whose absence failed the recov-
ery. Backing up an object CR requires the CRD, as does restoring
it. A recipe can handle this situation by capturing an active object
(ApmServer CR) along with the CRD it uses. This is preferred to
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installing the full operator which includes the CRD on the recovery
cluster, as the recovery cluster version may not match the operator
version without prior planning.

Combinations of groups enable sequencing a recovery process.
If a particular resource is dependent on another in a parent-child
relationship, they can be split up into two groups to ensure the
parent resource exists before the child resource. Groups address
the absence and order problems encountered with ElasticSearch,
where the ElasticSearchCluster CR needs to be available before the
EnterpriseSearch CR (Recipe Example 1).

Hooks can address scenarios where an object must be modified
after restoration [3]. Restoring an object involves copying the re-
source contents from the home cluster and reproducing them on
the recovery cluster. Some applications, like OpenShift Data Sci-
ence, embed cluster-specific information in their resources, like
Notebooks. Kubernetes resources can become available, but the
application is inaccessible through an endpoint, which uses a stale
URL. By correcting this data, Hooks can address the stale issues
encountered in the case study.

Hooks can also address scenarios where selectively ordering or
filtering resource groups is insufficient to recover an application.
Redis requires that a recovery mode is specified on the CR when a
majority of nodes become unavailable [37]. During recovery, Re-
dis begins without any nodes available, and setting the recovery
mode is required to launch pods and continue operation. Adding
spec.clusterRecovery=true to the RedisEnterpriseCluster CR to be-
gin the recovery mode that is required by Redis. Hooks can be
used to add the recovery mode field on application CRs, addressing
mode-type scenarios found during the case study.
4.2 Recipe API and Examples
Now that the high level abstractions have been explained, the API
can be introduced. The sample recipe is based on ElasticSearch, but
adds hooks to demonstrate the feature. The recipe object itself is
divided into the three abstractions: groups, hooks and workflows.
The captureWorkflow is used for the backup/capture sequence, and
the recoverWorkflow is used for the restore/recover sequence. A
sequence is defined using a map of strings, where a user specifies
a type (Group or Hook), then the name of that group or hook (for
example: "group: everything"). Each step of the sequence must be
completed before the next one begins.

Groups are defined with a unique name identifier, and may in-
clude and exclude resource types by name. Groups use namespace-
scoped visibility by default, but may opt-into cluster-scoped re-
sources with an additional field (includeClusterResources = true).
Since capture and recovery sequences may not be symmetrical, a
backupRef field is used to source recovery contents.

A full Recipe is shown below in Recipe Example 1. In the current
recipe implementation, groups are processed independently. There-
fore, it is possible to restore duplicate resources across different
groups. Using excludedResourceTypes avoids this scenario.
Recipe Example 1

apiVersion: ramendr.openshift.io/v1alpha1
kind: Recipe
metadata:

name: recipe-demo
namespace: eck

spec:
appType: eck
volumes:

name: volumes
type: volume
labelSelector: {} # select all PVCs

groups:
- name: everything

type: resource
includedResourceTypes:
- "*"

- name: cluster
backupRef: everything
type: resource
includedResourceTypes:
- elasticsearches.elasticsearch.k8s.elastic.co

- name: enterprise-search
backupRef: everything
type: resource
includedResourceTypes:
- enterprisesearches.enterprisesearch\

.k8s.elastic.co
- name: misc

backupRef: everything
type: resource
excludedResourceTypes:
- enterprisesearches.enterprisesearch\

.k8s.elastic.co
- elasticsearches.elasticsearch.k8s.elastic.co

hooks:
- name: demo-hooks

labelSelector:
matchLabels:

appname: eck
type: exec
ops:
- name: date

container: main
timeout: 10m

command: # runs as single command: "/bin/sh -c date"
- "/bin/sh"
- "-c"
- "date"

captureWorkflow:
sequence:
- hook: demo-hooks/date
- group: everything

recoverWorkflow:
sequence:
- group: cluster
- group: enterprise-search
- group: misc

4.3 Implementation
Recipes are a general concept which may be used as a library com-
ponent [10]. The controller logic discussed in this paper was imple-
mented within Ramen, an open-source Disaster Recovery solution
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Category Application
Type 1 Jenkins, Kafka, MongoDB, Spark
Type 2 Elasticsearch, MariaDB
Type 3 EnterpriseDB, PyTorch, Redis, Tensorflow
Table 2: Kubernetes Applications Categorization

[20]. Ramen handles volumes replication across clusters, while
recipes handle application recovery. The separation of API and
controller logic allows for customization of the software stack, if
a user desires. Ramen was released as a part of OpenShift Data
Foundations (formerly OpenShift Container Storage) v4.7 [32].

5 EVALUATION
We evaluated the performance of recipe-based disaster recovery
following the design described in Section 4. We implemented the
recipe based on Ramen [20]. Our key evaluation metrics are relia-
bility and efficiency of application recovery.

5.1 Environment Setup
We setup two RedHat Openshift Container Platform (OCP) [16]
4.12 clusters, one cluster serves as the home cluster where appli-
cations are installed and initially deployed. Another cluster serves
as the recovery cluster. When a simulated disaster happens, all the
applications deployed on the home cluster are recovered on the
recovery cluster. The application deployed on the home cluster is
removed completely including all the Kubernetes resources and
persistent volumes to mimic real-world production outages. Both
clusters use the same external RedHat OpenShift Data Foundation
(ODF) Ceph [33] cluster as the storage backend for all the appli-
cation persistent data. ODF offers the Metro Disaster Recovery
(MetroDR) solution which synchronously replicates persistent data
between the home and recovery clusters. We deployed Ramen on
both OCP clusters to protect Kubernetes application resources ev-
ery 5 minutes. We simulate a disaster scenario by removing all the
applications on the home cluster, and then initiate disaster recovery
on the recovery cluster.

5.2 Kubernetes Applications Categorization
Applications are categorized into three types, which reflects the
amount of custom handling required with a Recipe to enable DR
protection for the application. Type 1 applications do not require
Recipes: all the resources can be captured and recovered on its own.
Type 2 applications require Recipe Groups: either resource filtering
and/or ordering are required to restore the application. Type 3 ap-
plications require both Recipe Groups and Hooks: if an application
requires a program to run to reach a consistent application state,
this is done with a Hook. The categorization of the 10 applications
is shown in Table 2 based on the naive DR approach we studied
(Section 3).

We focus the evaluation on type 1 and type 2 applications in this
paper and type 3 applications evaluation will be future work. We
evaluated 6 modern applications that are either type 1 or type 2
applications which are a subset of the 10 applications introduced in
Section 3. The applications include Elasticsearch (v2.8.0), Jenkins
(v2.432), Apache Kafka (v2.5.0), MariaDB (v0.20.0), MongoDB (v7.0),

Application Ramen w/o Recipes Ramen w Recipes
Elasticsearch 0% 100%
Jenkins 100% 100%
Kafka 100% 100%
MariaDB 0% 100%
MongoDB 100% 100%
Spark 100% 100%
Table 3: DR Success Rate Without & With A Recipe

and Apache Spark (v3.1.1). Among them, Elasticsearch andMariaDB
are type 2 applications and use recipes. Elasticsearch uses 3 recipe
groups for ordering while MariaDB uses 4 recipe groups for both
ordering and filtering. All other applications are type 1 applications
and do not use recipes.

During the evaluation, each application is tested alone for its
disaster recovery reliability and efficiency. We tested disaster re-
covery 40 times one way for each application from home cluster
to recovery cluster and then back from recovery cluster to home
cluster back to back. Each disaster recovery iteration consists of
Kubernetes resource restore time and application recovery time.
Kubernetes resource restore time is the time for Ramen to create
all the Kubernetes resources. Ramen’s role in application recovery
ends once the Kubernetes objects have been created on the recovery
cluster. Application recovery time includes the Kubernetes resource
restore time, but also includes the time for the application to be-
come fully usable. We will show the success rate and the recovery
efficiency for the 80 runs in the following sections.

5.3 Recipe Reliability And Efficiency
Table 3 shows the success rate for the 40 runs of disaster recovery
of the 6 applications. Without recipe, Elasticsearch and MariaDB
cannot be successfully recovered. All the type 1 applications were
able to achieve 100% success rate of recovery. After applying the
recipe, Elasticsearch and MariaDB recovered successfully 100% of
the time. Also, the code modifications to Ramen to include the new
recipe design do not reduce the reliability of type 1 applications,
all the applications were recovered 100% of the time.

Figure 2 shows the the total recovery time v.s. the Kubernetes
resource restore time for the six applications. All the applications
were able to complete disaster recovery within 5 minutes. The
longest one was Kafka, which takes around 265 seconds. The short-
est one wasMongoDB, which takes around 106 seconds. Kubernetes
resource restore time takes a small portion of the total recovery
time, with an average of 28%. For most applications, it takes around
20% of the total application recovery time to restore Kubernetes
resources. MongoDB and Jenkins finish Kubernetes resources re-
store the fastest with 29 seconds. MariaDB takes the longest to
restore Kubernetes resources with 92 seconds around 61% of the
total recovery time. All the applications were able to finish recover-
ing Kubernetes resources within one and half minutes. Note that
besides the resource size, resource types also make a difference to
the resource restore time. Certain resources like pods take longer
to recover due to the underlying design of Velero where the restore
process requires querying of the server object by object.

After Ramen restores all the resources, it takes some more time
for the application to become ready by reconciling the application
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Figure 4: Application Re-
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Figure 5: Application Data
Size In Gigabytes

to match the desired application state in the Kubernetes resources.
MariaDB takes the shortest time around 58 seconds to become ready.
Kafka takes the longest of 227 seconds to become ready. Compared
to other applications, Kafka has two sets of pods, zookeeper and
kafka, to reconcile. MariaDB and Elasticsearch which are type
2 applications do not have a substantially longer recovery time
compared to other type 1 applications.

To measure the overhead of using recipe groups, we forcefully
added recipe groups to type 1 applications and show the Kuber-
netes resource restore time after adding different number of recipe
groups. Figure 3 illustrates the results. Adding 1 group has the same
Kubernetes resource restore time as not using recipe. When we add
more recipe groups, the Kubernetes resource restore time increases.
For Spark, from 1 group to 2 groups increases the restore time by 7
seconds. It further increases the restore time by 15 seconds from 2
groups to 3 groups. For Kafka, 2 groups and 3 groups add around 9
seconds of overhead. Most of the overhead come from communi-
cating with API server or Kubelet when switching groups which
takes around 5 seconds. We haven’t tuned API server to be efficient
and we believe this overhead can be eliminated after optimization.
Given the reliability that recipe enhanced, recipe overhead is low
in seconds and still restores resources with a reasonable amount of
time.

The total recovery time is largely related with the amount of
Kubernetes resources each application has. Figure 4 shows the size
of the Kubernetes resources in Megabytes. In general, the larger
the resource size, the longer it takes to recover the application. We
can see Kafka has the largest amount of resources so it takes the
longest to recover. For Elasticsearch and MariaDB which are type 2
applications, recipe adds some overhead to the total recovery time.

Figure 5 shows the total data size of all the Persistent Volumes
(PV) for each application. Because we are using MetroDR which
synchronously backups data volumes across the clusters, the data
volumes don’t need to be restored during disaster recovery. This
brings the benefits that the disaster recovery time is not related to
the data size of the PVs. Although MongoDB has the largest PV
size, it doesn’t take the longest to restore MongoDB.

6 RELATEDWORKS
Disaster recovery for Kubernetes applications is new enough that
there are no standards for how it should be deployed. Disaster
recovery solutions can be divided into two classes, solutions for
stateless applications and solutions for stateful applications. At this
time the techniques used for each class of disaster recovery solution
are distinct, but how techniques can be reused between the two
classes is an open area of research. So this section will compare our
solution with both classes of application disaster recovery.

The most common disaster recovery approach for Kubernetes
stateful applications is to use a backup/restore solution with persis-
tent volumes and Kubernetes resources being protected on a remote
site. De et al [11], Pakrijauskas and Mažeika [29] and Rubio [38]
all evaluate backup/restore solutions in the cloud. These studies
do not focus on evaluating successful disaster recovery for a set
of Kubernetes applications. This can explain why De et al [11],
Pakrijauskas and Mažeika [29] and Rubio [38] do not mention the
need for a disaster recovery solution based on more than simple
replication. Torta [41] focuses on disaster recovery managed by
data management systems. Due to the active-active nature of data
management system disaster recovery the associated recovery time
can be very small. The limitation of using the disaster recovery
strategy in Torta [41] is that every application must have its own
disaster recovery solution. This application by application approach
to disaster recovery can be complex to manage and hence risky to
operate. Tran et al [42] investigates the mechanisms for the protec-
tion and recovery of running containers based based on application
checkpoints. Tran et al [42] does not investigate the protection and
recovery of Kubernetes applications with persistent volumes and
Kubernetes resources.

Stateless applications do not use persistent volumes and do not
rely on updates to Kubernetes resources. Hence these applications
can easily be recovered after a disaster. Moshfeghifar [28] studies
stateless applications in the form of serverless computing. The key
challenges addressed in Moshfeghifar [28] are deploying applica-
tions across multiple clusters and getting those clusters to act like
a single cluster environment.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper presents a disaster recovery (DR) solution for Kubernetes.
The novelties of this work lie in first, categorization of the problems
that current modern Kubernetes applications have when doing DR;
second, present a novel disaster recovery solution called recipes to
enable DR for all the modern applications without modifications to
the applications; third, evaluate the recipe solution to confirm that
recipe can achieve 100% success rate of DRwith low overhead. In our
future work, we will further explore recipe design with hooks and
how hooks can help disaster recovery of type 3 applications. Besides,
we will explore the disaster recovery solution’s applicability for
large scale database deployments and databases under continuous
load. We will also validate application data staleness.
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